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We describe in some detail an algorithm which is an important ingredient in the per-
formance of programs for working with descriptions of groups of prime-power order.
It is an algorithm for computing a useful power-commutator presentation for the p -
covering group of a group given by a power-commutator presentation. We prove that
the algorithm is correct and give some examples.
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1. Introduction
It is well known, and was rst proved by Sylow (1872), that every group of prime-power
order pn has a presentation of the form
fa1; : : : ; an j api = vii; 1  i  n; [ak; aj ] = vjk; 1  j < k  ng;
where vjk is a word in the elements ak+1; : : : ; an for 1  j  k  n . A presentation
of this form is now called a power-commutator presentation for the group and written
briefly fA j Rg . As was rst observed by Neubu¨ser (1961), these presentations provide
a good basis for working with groups of prime-power order using computers. The recent
text of Sims (1994) provides much general background; we will refer to it with page
numbers.
In terms of a generating set of this kind every element of the group can be written
uniquely as a normal word, which is a word of the form a(1)1    a(n)n with 0  (i) < p .
Sims (1994, p. 395) calls the above words collected. We can assume without loss of
generality that the words vjk occurring on the right-hand sides of the relations in a
power-commutator presentation are normal.
The fundamental importance of a power-commutator presentation fA j Rg is that
given a word in A the relations in R can be used to compute mechanically a normal
word representing the same element of the group and hence to compute products and
inverses. Power-commutator presentations play a similar core role in the theory of groups
of prime-power order to that played by bases and strong generating sets for permutation
groups (e.g. Butler, 1991). They provide a comfortable and uniform way of describing the
groups in question. This often makes it possible to divide the task of studying groups of
prime-power order into three steps|computing a power-commutator presentation from
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another description, computing a power-commutator presentation especially suited to a
specic problem from a given power-commutator presentation and extracting information
from a power-commutator presentation.
The context here is the development of eective algorithms for computing power-
commutator presentations for p -quotients of nitely presented groups. Macdonald (1974)
was the rst to design and implement such an algorithm. Motivations for further develop-
ments have included the study of Burnside groups of prime-power exponent (e.g. Havas
and Newman, 1980; Newman and O’Brien, 1996) and making lists of groups of prime-
power order (e.g. O’Brien, 1990). The algorithmic ideas that have evolved from these
and other studies are implemented in the ANU p -Quotient Program (Havas et al., 1995).
This in turn is incorporated into the systems GAP (Scho¨nert et al., 1994) and Magma
(Bosma and Cannon, 1994) and the package Quotpic (Holt and Rees, 1993). A simpler
version has also been written in the GAP language (see Celler et al., 1993 or Scho¨nert
et al., 1994, ‘The Prime Quotient Algorithm’); the GAP implementation provides, in a
reasonably accessible way, further details beyond those in this paper.
There are a number of descriptions in the works already cited of the ideas involved
in the relevant algorithms and their implementations. This paper provides a detailed
description of an important feature (called the tails routine) which is not described
elsewhere and a correctness proof for the main version (Algorithm 3). We set the scene
in Section 2 and then go into details in the following two sections. The basic ideas behind
tails routines also play a signicant role in computations with graded Lie rings (Havas
et al., 1990) and graded associative algebras (Vaughan-Lee, 1993).
2. Setting the Scene
The generator number of a p -group G is the least integer d such that G can be
generated by d and no fewer elements. A p -group G with generator number d can
be written as a quotient F=R of a free group F of rank d . It is well-known that the
isomorphism type of the group F=[F;R]Rp depends only on G (e.g. O’Brien, 1990,
Lemma 2.3). We denote this group G and call it the p-covering group of G or, where p
is xed, the covering group of G . It has some similarities to the Schur covering groups
(e.g. Huppert, 1967, p. 630). A basic algorithmic step in computing power-commutator
presentations is to go from a power-commutator presentation for a group G to one for
its covering group (it is usually referred to as the p-covering algorithm). In practice it
is important for the covering algorithm to be ecient. While some of the ideas go back
to quite early implementations (see Havas, 1974, pp. 90{91) there has been no detailed
description (apart from the programs) and no formal justication of them before the
recent theses of Nickel (1993) and Niemeyer (1993) and the report of Celler et al. (1993).
Nickel (1993, 1996) generalized the tails routine to presentations for nilpotent groups. The
generalisation involves further technicalities, therefore it seems appropriate to consider
the p -group case here. The details are given in Sections 3 and 4.
Sylow’s Theorem shows how to write down a power-commutator presentation for a
p -group. In what follows power-commutator presentations are considered as objects in
their own right. They always, of course, dene a group; that dened by fA j Rg is here
denoted hA j Ri . However, when A has n elements, the group hA j Ri need not have
order pn (an example is given later).
In what follows some understanding of collection relative to a power-commutator pre-
sentation is needed. Here we give a brief outline; more details can be found in Sims
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(1994, p. 401). A word in A which is not normal has (at least) one minimal non-normal
subword api or a
−1
i or akaj with j < k . The relations in R can be used to replace api
by vii and a
−1
i by a
p−1
i v
−1
ii and akaj by ajakvjk . Of course, the word obtained by a
replacement represents the same element of the group as the word it comes from. Col-
lection of a word consists of a sequence of such replacement steps. If a word is normal,
the sequence is empty; otherwise the rst step replaces one of the minimal non-normal
subwords of the given word. This process is then applied to the resulting word.
A fundamental theorem is that every collection (whatever steps it comprises) of a non-
normal word results in a normal word after a nite number of replacement steps (e.g.
Sims, 1994, p. 396). In other words collection is an algorithm. A normal word resulting
from collecting the word w will be denoted (w). It is equivalent to (represents the
same element of the group as) the given word. There are various uniform methods for
collecting a word. For instance, collection from the left replaces the left-most minimal
non-normal subword at each step. This is the basic method of collection which is now used
in implementations (see Leedham-Green and Soicher (1990) and Vaughan-Lee (1990)).
If every word in A collects to a unique normal word relative to R , then the group
hA j Ri has order pn and the presentation fA j Rg is said to be consistent.
There are usually many power-commutator presentations for a nite p -group. Every
unrenable normal series of a p -group gives rise to a power-commutator presentation.
For this work we choose special unrenable normal series and hence limit the power-
commutator presentations under consideration.
Let G be a group and p a prime. The series
G = P0(G)  P1(G)  : : :  Pb(G)  : : : ;
where Pb(G) = [Pb−1(G); G](Pb−1(G))p , for b  1, is the lower exponent-p central series
of G . If G is a p -group, there exists an integer c  0 such that Pc(G) = h1i ; the smallest
such integer is called the exponent-p class, or simply the class, of G . (Sims, 1994, p. 445,
uses the notation ’ instead of P and G = ’1(G).)
We consider power-commutator presentations fA j Rg for a nite p -group G which
come from a normal series rening the lower exponent-p central series of G . If G has
order pn and generator number d then fa1; : : : ; adg generates G and ad+1; : : : ; an can
be expressed in terms of a1; : : : ; ad . Also the power-commutator presentation takes a
special form. For this a weight function ! is dened from A into the set f1; : : : ; cg
mapping a to b if a 2 Pb−1(G) n Pb(G). The relations in R have the form:
api =
Y
ak2A;!(ak)>!(ai)
a
(i;i;k)
k ; for 1  i  n and
[aj ; ai] =
Y
ak2A;!(ak)!(aj)+!(ai)
a
(i;j;k)
k ; for 1  i < j  n;
with 0  (i; j; k) < p . A power-commutator presentation together with this weight
function is a weighted power-commutator presentation. A word w in A has weight b if
the element it represents lies in Pb−1(G) but not in Pb(G).
Let pd(b) be the order of G=Pb(G); so d(1) = d . A power-commutator presentation
for G can then be written down as follows.
1. Initialise A to be fa1; : : : ; ang and R to be empty; choose fa1; : : : ; adg to be a
basis for G modulo P1(G);
2. for b in 1; : : : ; c− 1 select a basis Bb for Pb(G) modulo Pb+1(G) from the set
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f[aj ; ai]; apj j !(aj) = b , !(ai) = 1, i < jg and add to R relations whose left-
hand sides run through Bb and have the form [aj ; ai] =: ak or apj =: ak for k in
fd(b) + 1; : : : ; d(b+ 1)g ;
3. nd the normal forms of the commutators and powers which do not occur as the
left-hand sides of relations in step 2 and add the corresponding relations to R .
For a proof that the set f[aj ; ai]; apj j !(aj) = b , !(ai) = 1, i < jg generates Pb(G)
modulo Pb+1(G) see Sims (1994, p. 446, Propositions 9.11.2 and 9.11.3). The relations
added in step 2 are called denitions. For each generator ak there is a unique denition
with ak as its right-hand side, the denition of ak . For later purposes we also allow a
denition of ak to have a right-hand side uak where u is a (possibly empty) word in
earlier generators. A weighted power-commutator presentation with denitions is called
labelled ; the denitions will be indicated by ‘:’ as shown.
A p -covering algorithm takes as input a consistent labelled weighted power-commuta-
tor presentation fA j Rg and returns a consistent labelled weighted power-commutator
presentation, fA j Rg; for the p -covering group hA j Ri . In addition A contains A ;
the elements in A nA are called new generators. Each relation of R ends in a (possibly
empty) normal word in the new generators; we call such words tails. The result of making
the new generators trivial is, after tidying, the original presentation. We say fA j Rg
extends fA j Rg . A straightforward way of writing down a (not necessarily consistent)
power-commutator presentation f A j Rg for the covering group is to add generators, one
for each relation which is not a denition, and modify the right-hand side of each such
relation by multiplying it on the right by one of the new generators|a dierent generator
for each relation. Relations are added to make the new generators central and of order p .
This whole procedure can be called ‘adding tails’; it is described more formally in the
following algorithm description. The number of relations in R which are not denitions
is n(n− 1)=2 + d =: s .
Algorithm 1
1. Initialise A to be A ;
2. initialise R to consist of all relations of R which are denitions;
3. modify each non-denition api = vii or [ak; aj ] = vjk of R to read api =: viiar or
[ak; aj ] =: vjkar for some r 2 fn+ 1; : : : ; n+ sg where dierent non-denitions are
modied by dierent ar and add each ar to A ;
4. add the modied relations to R ;
5. add to R the relations [ar; ai] = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ s and 1  i < r ;
6. add to R the relations apr = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ s .
In this case the tails are words of length 1 and each new generator occurs in exactly
one tail. The presentation f A j Rg resulting from Algorithm 1 has two features which
are important to note.
A. The denition of each generator ad+1; : : : ; an+s can be rewritten as ar = v−1jk [ak; aj ]
or ar = v−1ii a
p
i which expresses each such generator in terms of earlier generators.
Hence, by repeated substitutions, each ar for d+1  r  n+s can be expressed as a
word ur in the generators a1; : : : ; ad . Thus the denition of ar can be transformed
into the relation ar = ur .
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B. By the previous remark, the relations [ar; ai] = 1 for n + 1  r  n + s and
d + 1  i < r are consequences of the relations [ar; ai] = 1 for n + 1  r  n + s
and 1  i  d .
Remark A shows that a presentation on the generators a1; : : : ; ad can be obtained
from f A j Rg by a sequence of Tietze transformations. In the resulting presentation the
relations are in one-to-one correspondence with the relations introduced in steps 5 and 6
of Algorithm 1. By Remark B this set of relations can be further reduced to the set of
relations [ur; ai] = 1 and upr = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ s and 1  i  d .
Remark A describes a method for expressing each generator ar for d+1  r  n+s in
terms of a1; : : : ; ad . This method can also be used to modify the presentation fA j Rg .
Applying it to the relations in R one obtains the relations ur = ar for d + 1  r  n
from denitions and ur = 1 for n + 1  r  n + s from non-denitions. Eliminating
ad+1; : : : ; an from A yields a presentation on the generators a1; : : : ; ad with the relations
ur = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ s . This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The presentation f A j Rg is a power-commutator presentation for the
covering group hA j Ri .
Algorithm 1 returns a labelled power-commutator presentation which is not necess-
arily consistent. A simple example for this occurs in the case of a cyclic group of order
4 given by the power-commutator presentation fa1; a2 j [a2; a1] = 1, a21 =: a2 , a22 = 1g .
Algorithm 1 introduces new generators a3 and a4 and returns the following presenta-
tion
f a1; a2; a3; a4 j a21 =: a2;
[a2; a1] =: a3; a22 =: a4;
[a3; a1] = 1, [a3; a2] = 1; a23 = 1,
[a4; a1] = 1, [a4; a2] = 1; [a4; a3] = 1; a24 = 1 g
for the covering group. The word a31 collects to more than one normal word, since
(a21)a1 = a2a1 = a1a2a3 and a1(a
2
1) = a1a2 . Hence a3 = 1. Using this it is easy to
obtain a consistent presentation for the covering group. However, in general, changing to
a consistent presentation requires signicant work. A method for obtaining a consistent
presentation is given in Section 3.
In practice the covering algorithm is split into two parts:
(a) a tails routine which takes as input a consistent labelled weighted power-commutator
presentation fA j Rg and returns a labelled power-commutator presentation for
hA j Ri which extends fA j Rg;
(b) a consistency routine which takes the output of the tails routine and returns a
consistent labelled weighted power-commutator presentation for hA j Ri which
extends fA j Rg .
Algorithm 1 is an example of a tails routine. It is quite impractical because, except
for small examples, it denes far too many new generators. In Section 4 we discuss more
practical tails routines and give a proof for the correctness of the main algorithm.
After a tails routine has been completed, the consistency relations in the next section
are used to create a system of homogeneous linear equations in a set of unknowns which
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correspond to the new generators. The resulting system of equations is solved by elimin-
ation. The fewer unknowns the system has the less space the solution process is likely to
take. In practice, this can be, and has been, critical.
3. A Consistency Routine
Let fA j Rg be a consistent labelled weighted power-commutator presentation and let
f A j Rg be a power-commutator presentation computed by a tails routine for the group
hA j Ri . So the elements of A n A are new generators and each relation in R diers
from a relation in R only by a tail.
The consistency test of Wamsley (1974), as sharpened by Vaughan-Lee (1984) and
described in Sims (1994, p. 447), can be used to change the presentation f A j Rg to a
consistent presentation for the same group. The results of the following collections relative
to f A j Rg form a set S of words in the new generators because f A j Rg extends the
consistent presentation fA j Rg . These words must, because of associativity, be trivial
in hA j Ri (recall that (w) means a normal word collected from w ):(
ak (aj ai)
−1 ((ak aj) ai for 1  i < j < k  n; i  d; !(ai) + !(aj) + !(ak)  c;(
(apj ) ai
−1 (
ap−1j (aj ai)

for 1  i < j  n; i  d; !(ai) + !(aj) < c;(
ak (a
p
j )
−1 ((ak aj) ap−1j  for 1  j < k  n; !(aj) + !(ak) < c;(
ai (a
p
i )
−1 ((api ) ai for 1  i  n; 2!(ai) < c:
This gives a set
fv = 1 j v 2 Sg (3.1)
of relations which are consequences of R . This set of relations can be ‘echelonised’. Thus
there is a set G of new generators such that the set of echelonised relations is equivalent
to the set
ft = vt(G) j t 2 A n (A [ G)g: (3.2)
Add these relations to R . These additional relations can be used to eliminate the
new generators not in G using Tietze transformations. This yields a nite presentation
fA j Xg , where A = A [ G , for the covering group. Moreover X contains a sub-
set R such that fA j Rg is a power-commutator presentation. The other relations
in X , namely those involving vt(G) on the left-hand side, are consequences of the rela-
tions in R , so fA j Rg is a power-commutator presentation for hA j Ri . The result
of Vaughan-Lee (1984) gives that the presentation is consistent. The ordering on the
generating set A can be changed to give a weighted power-commutator presentation.
As the class and size of the presentation grow, the size of the set S becomes much
larger than the number of generators that need to be eliminated. The example below
illustrates this. It is an open problem to nd an a priori way of reducing the set S while
still ensuring consistency of the resulting presentation.
4. Tails Routines
In this section we discuss more practical tails routines than Algorithm 1. A rst
observation, which was made by Macdonald (1974) and by Wamsley (1974), is that for
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ai; aj 2 A with !(ai)+!(aj)  c+2 the elements [aj ; ai] are the identity in the covering
group. So there is no need to add new generators corresponding to these relations.
Let q be the number of non-denition relations in R whose left-hand side is either a
pth power or a commutator [aj ; ai] with !(ai)+!(aj)  c+1. Consider the presentation
computed by the following algorithm. The input to the algorithm is a consistent labelled
weighted power-commutator presentation, fA j Rg; and its exponent-p class c .
Algorithm 2
1. Initialise A^ to be A ;
2. initialise R^ to consist of all relations of R which are denitions;
3. add to R^ all relations of R with left-hand side [aj ; ai] and !(ai) + !(aj) > c+ 1;
4. modify each non-denition api = vii or [ak; aj ] = vjk of R with !(ak)+!(aj)  c+1
to read api =: viiar or [ak; aj ] =: vjkar for some r 2 fn + 1; : : : ; n + qg where
dierent non-denitions are modied by dierent ar and add each ar to A^ ;
5. add the modied relations to R^ ;
6. add to R^ the relations [ar; ai] = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ q and 1  i < r ;
7. add to R^ the relations apr = 1 for n+ 1  r  n+ q .
In this case the tails are words of length 0 or 1 and each new generator occurs in
exactly one tail.
Theorem 4.1. The presentation fA^ j R^g is a power-commutator presentation for the
covering group hA j Ri .
Proof. Sims (1994, Proposition 9.11.1) shows that for ai; aj 2 A with !(ai) + !(aj)
> c+ 1 the relations [aj ; ai] = 1 hold. The result follows from Theorem 2.1. 2
Example
Consider as an example an intermediate stage in the computation of a power-
commutator presentation for B(4; 4); the free group of exponent 4 on four generators.
The largest 2-quotient of class 7, B(4; 4; 7), of B(4; 4) has order 2352 . It has a power-
commutator presentation fA j Rg with 4, 10, 20, 55, 99, 84 and 80 generators of weights
1; : : : ; 7, respectively. Then Algorithm 2 computes a covering presentation with 8782
new generators. The covering group of B(4; 4; 7) has order 21208 and so can be de-
ned by 856 additional generators. In this situation Algorithm 1 would dene 61 780
new generators. Thus, while Algorithm 2 is good progress, there is scope for further
improvement. Algorithm 3 described below introduces only 1058 new generators to de-
ne the covering presentation. There are 11453 words in the list for enforcing consistency
which give rise to 202 relations. }
As mentioned in Section 2, the set
Sb = f[aj ; ai]; apj j !(aj) = b; !(ai) = 1; i < jg
is a spanning set for Pb(G) modulo Pb+1(G). This shows that the number of new gen-
erators added in Algorithm 2 is too large. We describe a method which adds new
generators only to non-denitions which have left-hand sides in the union of the Sb .
Let E be the set of new generators in A^ whose denition is a relation with left-hand
side either a pth power or a commutator [aj ; ai] with !(ai) = 1. The denitions of the
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generators in A[E involve precisely all the pth powers and all the commutators [aj ; ai]
with !(ai) = 1. Of these n−d are denitions of generators in A , so E has nd−d(d−1)=2
elements.
By the above each new generator not in E can be written as a word in E using the
relations in R^ . In the following we will show how a series of calculations relative to
fA^ j R^g computes for each new generator ar added in Algorithm 2 an explicit word
in E equivalent to it. These relations can be used to eliminate all those ar not in E from
fA^ j R^g by a simple sequence of Tietze transformations. Algorithm 3 below is based
on this approach. Thus the tails in the presentation obtained from Algorithm 3 will be
normal words in E .
The calculations can be so organised that it suces to introduce new generators from E
and then carry out certain collections in an appropriate order from which the tails can
be computed as normal words in E . This means that these collections are computed in
presentations which, in general, are not covering presentations. This is discussed further
after Theorem 4.6. The procedure outlined reflects the current implementation of the
tails routine in the ANU p -Quotient Program (Havas et al., 1995).
The way in which the covering algorithm is usually used means that the input presen-
tation has denitions of the form [aj ; ai] =: ak or a
p
i =: aj . We call such presentations
simply labelled. For ease of exposition we restrict attention to them.
The proof of the next lemma illustrates the use of collection as a rst step in evaluating
tails.
Lemma 4.2. Let F be the free group on fx; y; zg . Then
[z; [y; x]][z; x; y] = [z; y; x] mod P3(F )
and
[z; yp] = [z; y]p mod P3(F ):
Proof. We prove the rst equation by collecting the word zyx in two dierent ways
assuming x < y < [y; x] < z :
zyx = yz[z; y]x = xy[y; x]z[z; x][z; y][z; y; x]
and
zyx=xz[z; x]y[y; x]
=xyz[z; y][z; x][z; x; y][y; x]
=xy[y; x]z[z; [y; x]][z; y][z; x][z; x; y] mod P3(F )
=xy[y; x]z[z; x][z; y][z; [y; x]][z; x; y] mod P3(F ):
Comparing the results gives the rst formula. The second formula is obtained similarly
by collecting the word zyp in two dierent ways. 2
A version of this proof can be used to calculate formulas modulo higher weights, e.g.
[z; [y; x]] = [z; y; x]([z; x; y][z; x; [y; x]][z; y; [y; x]][z; y; [z; x]])−1 mod P4(F ):
The commutators of weight 4 constitute a correction term to the formula modulo P3(F ).
If the collections in the proof are carried out modulo P4(F ); and the weight-3 formula is
substituted for [z; [y; x]]; the results of the two collections dier precisely in the correction
term above. Similarly, working modulo weight c + 1 and given a formula for [z; [y; x]]
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modulo weight c , a correction term to weight c+1 can be calculated by way of collecting
zyx in two dierent ways and substituting the weight-c formula for [z; [y; x]] when
it occurs. Note that this commutator occurs precisely once in the second of the two
collections.
Applying the obvious maps the next lemma follows immediately from the previous
one.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a p-group and ak , aj , ai and ah elements with !(ak) + !(ah)
= b− 1 and !(ak) + !(aj) + !(ai) = b . Then
[ak; [aj ; ai]] = [ak; aj ; ai][ak; ai; aj ]−1 mod Pb(G)
and
[ak; a
p
h] = [ak; ah]
p mod Pb(G):
As before, formulas for [ak; [aj ; ai]] modulo higher weights can be obtained.
Now consider the presentation fA j Rg . The left-hand side of the relation [ak; ah] = vhk
is not in the union of the Sb , 1  b  c . This means that ah has a denition
[aj ; ai] =: ah . Substituting this for ah , one gets the commutator [ak; [aj ; ai]] and the
relation [ak; ah] = vkh can be viewed as a formula for [ak; [aj ; ai]] modulo weight c . In
this context a tail is a correction term for the weight-(c+1) formula. It can be computed
by collecting akajai in two dierent ways with respect to fA^ j R^g . Note that these
collections arise from specic consistency words.
Dene the function !^ from A^ into the set f1; : : : ; c+ 1g by
!^(ak) =
8<:
!(ak) for 1  k  n;
!(aj) + 1 if k > n and the denition of ak has left-hand side a
p
j ;
!(aj) + !(ai) if k > n and the denition of ak has left-hand side [aj ; ai] .
The function !^ need not be a weight function because a may not lie in the term of the
lower exponent-p central series of hA j Ri specied by !^(a); we refer to !^(a) as the
pseudo-weight of a . A word w in A^ has pseudo-weight r if r is the smallest pseudo-weight
of a generator occurring in any equivalent normal word for w . A word in A^ is r -heavy
if it has pseudo-weight at least r . Let Eb denote the elements in E of pseudo-weight at
least b .
Throughout the rest of this section we will use that the new generators introduced
in Algorithm 2 are central and of order p in hA j Ri without explicit mention. For
y; z 2 A^ we will write the relation with left-hand side [z; y] in the form [z; y] =: v[z;y]t[z;y]
where [z; y] = v[z;y] is the corresponding relation in fA j Rg . Thus t[z;y] is a tail. Simi-
larly we write up =: vuptup .
A non-denition [z; u] = v[z;u] in fA j Rg with !(u) > 1 will be called a permanent
non-denition, because the corresponding relation remains a non-denition in the presen-
tation for hA j Ri obtained by Algorithm 3. However, they are replaced by denitions
in Algorithm 2. We say that !(z) + !(u) is the weight of the non-denition. If the
denition of u has left-hand side [y; x]; then (z(yx))−1((zy)x) is called the associated
consistency word of the non-denition; if the denition of u has left-hand side yp , then
(z(yp))−1((zy)yp−1) is the associated consistency word. For a non-denition [z; u] = v[z;u]
with weight b , a normal word e[z;u] in Eb is called an associated normal word if [z; u]
and v[z;u]e[z;u] are equivalent in hA j Ri . Note that a non-denition can have more than
one associated normal word in E .
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Linearly order all the non-denitions inversely by weight, then those of equal weight
directly by the weight of the second generator on the left-hand side and then arbitrarily.
Lemma 4.4. Evaluating the associated consistency words in an appropriate order yields
an associated normal word in Eb for each permanent non-denition of weight b .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the above order. Let [z; u] = v[z;u] be a permanent
non-denition. We denote it r(z; u). Let b ( 4) be its weight. Assume that for all
earlier non-denitions an associated normal word in Eb is known. Let m = !^(u). Note
that 2m  b . The rest of the proof depends on the nature of the denition of u .
case 1: [y; x] =: u
t[z;u] b
z b−m
u m
y m− 1
x 1
Figure 1. !^ .
Then !^(x) = 1 and !^(y) = m − 1. The pseudo-weights are
displayed in Figure 1. We compute an associated normal word
in Eb for r(z; u) by collecting the word zyx in two ways which
begin with dierent steps and comparing the resulting normal
words ((zy)x) and (z(yx)) which represent the same element of
hA j Ri . Note that the proof does not otherwise depend on the
nature of the collections. We introduce words w1; : : : ; w6; t3; t6 in
the course of describing the two collections and then retrace the
steps to show the desired conclusion follows.
zyx −! yzv[z;y]t[z;y]x −!   
−! yzxw1 −! yxzv[z;x]t[z;x]w1 −!   
−! yxzw2 −! xyuzw2 −!   
−! xyuzw3t3
Figure 2. Interchanging z , y rst.
If the rst step is interchanging z
and y , one gets a sequence of collection
steps of which the important steps are
shown in Figure 2. The collection steps
shown have to occur at some stage of
the collection in the indicated order. The
words v[z;y] and t[z;y] are (b− 1)-heavy.
In the course of the collection there will
be a (unique) step which replaces the
subword zx by xzv[z;x]t[z;x] . That step will be applied to a word of the form yzxw1
where w1 is a not necessarily normal word which is (b − 1)-heavy since it was ob-
tained by applying collection steps to the word v[z;y]t[z;y]x . The result of the step is
yxzv[z;x]t[z;x]w1 . The collection continues until the next step replaces the subword yx
in a word of the form yxzw2 to give xyuzw2 . The collection nally yields xyuzw3t3
where w3 is a normal word in A and t3 is a normal word in the new generators not
containing t[z;u] .
The important collection steps that occur if the rst step is interchanging y and x are
shown in Figure 3. In the course of the collection there will be a next step which replaces
the subword zy by yzv[z;y]t[z;y] . That step will be applied to a word of the form xzyw4;
where w4 contains u . The result of the step is xyzv[z;y]t[z;y]w4 . Collection continues
until it replaces the subword zu . That step will be applied to a word of the form xyzuw5
and gives xyuzv[z;u]t[z;u]w5 . The collection nally yields xyuzw6t6 where w6 is a normal
word in A and t6 is a normal word in the new generators containing t[z;u] once.
Since ((zy)x) and (z(yx)) represent the same element of the covering group and the
consistency of fA j Rg implies that w3 = w6; the relation t3 = t6 is a consequence of
the relations in R^ .
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zyx −! zxyu
−! xzv[z;x]t[z;x]yu −!   
−! xzyw4 −! xyzv[z;y]t[z;y]w4 −!   
−! xyzuw5 −! xyuzv[z;u]t[z;u]w5 −!   
−! xyuzw6t6
Figure 3. Interchanging y , x rst.
Consider the steps of the rst collec-
tion as far as words in the new genera-
tors are concerned. The word w1 con-
tains t[z;y] , which is not in Eb; once.
All the other new generators in w1
arise in one of two ways. One possibil-
ity is that they come from steps which
collect x past a generator in v[z;y] .
Since v[z;y] is (b−1)-heavy and x has
pseudo-weight 1, such a collection in-
troduces a new generator from Eb . The
other possibility is that they \come from earlier permanent non-denitions" in the sense
that they are introduced by collection steps which use relations in R^ corresponding to
permanent non-denitions in R which are earlier in the given order than r(z; u). These
collection steps have associated normal words in Eb by the induction hypothesis. The
words w2 and t3 contain t[z;y] and t[z;x] once each. Since w1 is (b− 1)-heavy and v[z;x]
is (b − m + 1)-heavy (and b − m + 1  2) the word t3 is equivalent to t[z;y]t[z;x]t3 ,
where t3 is a normal word in Eb .
Consider the steps of the second collection. The word w4 contains t[z;x] and u once
each and otherwise is (b−m+1)-heavy. All the new generators in w4 either are in Eb or
come from earlier permanent non-denitions. The word w5 contains t[z;y] and t[z;x] once
each and otherwise is (b−m+ 1)-heavy. All the new generators introduced in the steps
from xyzv[z;y]t[z;y]w4 to xyzuw5 come from earlier permanent non-denitions. Finally
the word t6 contains t[z;u]; t[z;y] and t[z;x] once each and hence, since v[z;u] is b -heavy,
t6 is equivalent to t[z;u]t[z;y]t[z;x]t6 , where t

6 is a normal word in Eb . Hence the normal
word associated with r(z; u) is (t3t

6
−1).
case 2: yp =: u
zyp
! zu
! uzv[z;u]t[z;u]
Figure 4.
yp ! u .
Then !^(y) = m − 1. We compute an associated normal word in Eb
for r(z; u) by collecting the word zyp in two ways which begin with
dierent steps and comparing the resulting normal words (z(yp)) and
((zy)yp−1). As in Case 1 we introduce words w1; : : : ; wp and tp in the
course of describing the two collections and then retrace the steps to
show they give the desired conclusion. If the rst step is the application
of the power relation, then one obtains the collection shown in Figure 4.
Now we consider the collection when the rst step is interchanging z
and y as shown in Figure 5. In the course of the collection there will be a next step
which replaces the subword zy by yzv[z;y]t[z;y] . That step will be applied to a word of
the form yzyw1 where w1 contains exactly p−2 occurrences of the generator y and one
occurrence of t[z;y] . The result of the step is y2zv[z;y]t[z;y]w1 . The collection continues
until all generators y have been interchanged with z . In each case the subword zy is
replaced in a word of the form yizywi , where wi contains exactly p− i− 1 occurrences
of y and i occurrences of t[z;y] . After the last replacement of the subword zy the result
is ypzv[z;y]t[z;y]wp−1 . The collection nally yields uzwptp; where wp is a normal word
in A and tp is a normal word in the new generators with no occurrence of t[z;y] .
Since (z(yp)) and ((zy)yp−1) represent the same element of the covering group hA j Ri
and fA j Rg is consistent, t[z;u] = tp is a consequence of the relations in R^ .
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zyp −! yzv[z;y]t[z;y]yp−1 −!   
−! yzyw1 −! y2zv[z;y]t[z;y]w1 −!
...
−! yizywi −! yi+1zv[z;y]t[z;y]wi −!
...
−! yp−1zywp−i −! ypzv[z;y]t[z;y]wp−1 −!   
−! uzwptp
Figure 5. Interchanging z , y rst.
Consider the steps of the sec-
ond collection as far as words
in the new generators are con-
cerned. The word w1 contains
t[z;y] , which is not in Eb , once. All
the other new generators in w1
arise in one of two ways. One pos-
sibility is that they come from
steps which collect y past a gen-
erator in v[z;y] . Since v[z;y] is
(b − 1)-heavy and y has pseudo-
weight m−1, such a collection in-
troduces a new generator from Eb .
The other possibility is that they
come from earlier permanent non-denitions. These collection steps have associated nor-
mal words in Eb by the induction hypothesis. The word wi for i < p contains the new
generator t[z;y]; which is not in Eb , exactly i times and all other new generators come
from earlier non-denitions. Finally the word wp is a normal word in A . The word tp
has no occurrences of the new generator t[z;y] as new generators have order p , and all
other new generators come from earlier non-denitions. 2
We reduce E a little further. In the following we show how the new generators in E
can be expressed in terms of a subset of E . Let F be the set of those elements t in E for
which t is dened as a commutator or as the pth power of a generator y , where y itself
is dened as a pth power. Let Fb denote the elements in F of pseudo-weight at least b .
The size of F is n(d − 1) + m − d(d − 1)=2 where pm is the order of the commutator
quotient of hA j Ri .
We extend the denition of permanent non-denitions to include the further relations
that remain non-denitions in Algorithm 3. Again, these relations are replaced by
denitions in Algorithm 2. A non-denition up = vup in fA j Rg where u is dened
by a commutator relation is also called a permanent non-denition and !(u) + 1 is its
weight. If the denition of u has left-hand side [z; y] then ((zp)y)−1(zp−1(zy)) is called
the associated consistency word of the non-denition. For a permanent non-denition
of the form up = vup with weight b , a normal word fup in Fb is called an associated
normal word if up and vupfup are equivalent in hA j Ri .
Linearly order this larger set of permanent non-denitions to extend the previous
order. Again, order the non-denitions inversely by weight, then for those of equal weight
acording to their left-hand sides, where those with left-hand side a commutator come
after those with left-hand side a pth power. The non-denitions of equal weight with
left-hand side a commutator are ordered as before; those with left-hand side a pth power
are ordered arbitrarily.
Lemma 4.5. Evaluating the associated consistency words in an appropriate order yields
an associated normal word in Fb for each permanent non-denition of weight b .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the linear order of the non-denitions.
For a permanent non-denition [z; u] = v[z;u] the proof is essentially the same as in
Lemma 4.4. It remains to consider a permanent non-denition up = vup of weight b . We
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denote it by r(up). Let u be dened by [z; y] := u . Assume that for all earlier permanent
non-denitions an associated normal word in Fb is known.
tup b
u b− 1
z b− 2
y 1
Figure 6. !^ .
Since u 2 A we know that !^(y) = 1, thus !^(z) = b − 2, since
!^(u) = b − 1. Note this means b  3. The pseudo-weights are dis-
played in Figure 6. We compute an associated word in Fb for r(up)
by collecting the word zpy in two dierent ways which begin with
dierent steps and comparing the resulting normal words ((zp)y) and
(zp−1(zy)) which represent the same element of hA j Ri . In a similar
way to the above we introduce words w1; : : : ; wp+2 , t1 and t2 in the
course of describing the two collections and then retrace the steps to
show they give the desired result.
zpy
! vzptzpy
!   
! yw1t1
Figure 7.
zp ! vzptzp .
If the rst step is applying the power relation then zpy ! vzptzpy . The
collection continues and nally yields yw1t1 . Here w1 is a normal word
in A and t1 is a normal word in the new generators, see Figure 7.
If the rst step is interchanging z and y , the next step again inter-
changes z and y (see Figure 8). In the course of the collection there will
be a next step which replaces the subword zy by yzu . That step will be
applied to a word of the form zp−2yw2 where w2 is a not necessarily nor-
mal word that contains exactly two occurrences of z and two occurrences
of u . The result of the step is zp−3yzuw2 .
zp−1zy −! zp−1yzu
−! zp−2yzuzu −!   
−! zp−2yw2 −! zp−3yzuw2 −!
...
−! zp−iywi −! zp−i−1yzuwi −!
...
−! ywpupwp+1 −! ywpvuptupwp+1
−! ywp+2t2
Figure 8. Interchanging z , y rst.
The collection continues until all
generators z have been interchanged
with y . In each case the subword zy is
replaced in a word of the form zp−iywi ,
where wi contains exactly i occur-
rences of z and i occurrences of u
and i < p . The collection continues
until the next step replaces the sub-
word up by vuptup . It is applied to a
word of the form ywpupwp+1 . The re-
sult is ywpvuptupwp+1 . Finally the col-
lection yields ywp+2t2 , where wp+2 is
a normal word in A and t2 is a nor-
mal word in the new generators. Note
that tup occurs exactly once in t2 .
Since ((zp)y) and (zp−1(zy)) repre-
sent the same element of the covering group and the consistency of fA j Rg implies
w1 = wp+2; the relation t1 = t2 is a consequence of the relations in R^ . So it suces to
prove that t1 and (t−1up t2) are equivalent to normal words in Fb .
Consider the steps of the rst collection as far as words in the new generators are
concerned. The new generators in w1 arise either by interchanging two generators of
pseudo-weight at least b − 1 and come from earlier permanent non-denitions or by
interchanging y with a generator of pseudo-weight at least b − 1 and thus also come
from earlier permanent non-denitions.
Consider the steps of the second collection. All new generators occurring in the word w2
come from applying steps to the (b− 2)-heavy word zuzu . Thus all the new generators
that arise come from earlier permanent non-denitions. Similarly all new generators in wi
for i  p+ 2 arise from earlier permanent non-denitions, since they occur by applying
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collection steps to a (b−2)-heavy word in which the only element of pseudo-weight b−2
is z . Thus t1 and (t2t−1up ) are equivalent to normal words in Fb . 2
We obtain a power-commutator presentation f A j Rg; where A = A [ F , for the
covering group hA j Ri in the following way. Let vt(F) denote a normal word in F
associated with the permanent non-denition in R which was replaced in R^ by the
denition of t . The lemmas give that fA^ j R^; t = vt(F)g is also a presentation for
the covering group. Using Tietze transformations we can use the additional relations to
eliminate the new generators not in F and obtain a nite presentation f A j Xg . Then X
contains a subset R such that f A j Rg is a power-commutator presentation. The other
relations in X ; namely those with vt(F) on the left-hand side, are consequences of the
relations in R , so f A j Rg is a power-commutator presentation for hA j Ri .
Theorem 4.6. The presentation f A j Rg is a power-commutator presentation for the
covering group hA j Ri .
The above proofs show how each of the new generators in A^ n F can be expressed
as a word in F . Moreover, the calculations have been so ordered that the expressions
can be obtained one at a time. This means that to get f A j Rg it suces to add the
new generators in F to A and their denitions to R and then compute the other tails
in the appropriate order. Note these computations are done in presentations which are
not necessarily covering presentations and may dene dierent groups. The proofs above,
suitably modied, justify this claim.
Observe that in computing the tail for [aj ; ai] = v[aj ;ai] with !(ai) + !(aj) = b or a
p
j
with !(aj) = b− 1 the new generators of weight less than b play no tangible role. Thus
another practical consequence of the lemmas is that one can compute the tails for these
relations before inserting the new generators in F of pseudo-weight less than b . Again
the proofs, suitably modied, justify this procedure. Both procedures are incorporated
into Algorithm 3 which is described in Figure 9.
Corollary 4.7. Let G be a d-generator p-group. The order of the covering group of G
is at most jGjd+1 .
The computed presentation f A j Rg is not necessarily consistent. The previous section
discusses how to obtain a consistent power-commutator presentation for hA j Ri from
it.
Note that the consistent covering presentation obtained this way is not necessarily
simply labelled. In the context of computing a consistent power-commutator presentation
for a nitely presented group the relations of the given nite presentation guarantee this.
Example
We illustrate Algorithm 3 on the following example. (For brevity we occasionally
list only subscripts of generators and omit trivial right-hand sides.) Consider the group
B(2; 4); the free group on 2 generators of exponent 4. Its largest 2-quotient of class 4 has
order 210 and is given by the following consistent labelled weighted presentation:
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Input fA j Rg; a consistent labelled weighted power-commutator presentation,
and its exponent-p class c .
initialise A to be the set A ;
initialise R to be the subset of denitions of R ;
add to R all relations of R with left-hand side [aj ; ai] with !(ai) + !(aj) > c+ 1 ;
for b in [c+ 1; : : : ; 2] do
append the new generators of weight b in F to A ;
add to R the denitions of those new generators in F which have pseudo-weight b ;
** Compute tails for p
th powers up with !(u) = b− 1 and u
** is dened as a commutator with denition [z; y] := u
for each u in A of weight b− 1 do
if [z; y] =: u then
t := ((z(p−1)  (z  y))−1  ((zp)  y)) ;
add to R the relation up = vup t ;
;
od;
m := 1 ;
** Compute tails for commutators [z; u] where !(z) = b−m
** and !(u) = m+ 1
while b−m >= m+ 1 do
for each u in A of weight m+ 1 do
if [y; x] =: u then
** Case 1 : the second generator u is dened as commutator
for each z of weight b−m with z > u do
t := ((z  (y  x))−1  ((z  y)  x)) ;
add to R the relation [z; u] = v[z;u]t ;
od;
elif yp =: u then
** Case 2 : the second generator u is dened as p
th power
for each z of weight b−m with z > u do
t := ((z  (yp))−1  ((z  y)  y(p−1))) ;
add to R the relation [z; u] = v[z;u]t ;
od;
;
od;
m := m+ 1 ;
od;
od;
add to R the relations [ar; ai] = 1 for ar 2 F and 1  i < r ;
add to R the relations apr = 1 for ar 2 F .
Figure 9. Algorithm 3.
A = fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; a7; a8; a9; a10g and R is the set of relations containing
12 =: 4,
[2; 1] =: 3; 22 =: 5;
[3; 1] =: 6; [3; 2] =: 7; 32 = 8 9 10;
[4; 1], [4; 2] = 6 8 9 10; [4; 3] = 8; 42,
[5; 1] = 7 8 9 10; [5; 2], [5; 3] = 10; [5; 4] = 9; 52;
[6; 1] =: 8; [6; 2] =: 9; [6; 3], [6; 4], [6; 5], 62,
[7; 1] = 9; [7; 2] =: 10; [7; 3], [7; 4], [7; 5], [7; 6], 72,
and the relations
a28 = 1; a
2
9 = 1; a
2
10 = 1
[a8; x] = 1; [a9; x] = 1; [a10; x] = 1 for the relevant x 2 A:
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The generators of weight 1 are a1 and a2; those of weight 2 are a3 , a4 and a5; those
of weight 3 are a6 and a7 and those of weight 4 are a8 , a9 and a10 .
The presentation fA j Rg is the input to Algorithm 3. It initialises A = A and R
to be the set consisting of the relations
[a2; a1] =: a3; a21 =: a4; a
2
2 =: a5; [a3; a1] =: a6;
[a3; a2] =: a7; [a6; a1] =: a8; [a6; a2] =: a9; [a6; a2] =: a10:
Next, the relations [y; x] = 1 where !(x) + !(y) > 5 are added to R , namely the
following relations: [a7; a6] = 1, [a8; x] = 1, [a9; x] = 1, [a10; x] = 1 for x  a3 . Since
hA j Ri has class 4 it follows that c = 4. Thus b runs from 5 to 2.
In the rst iteration b = 5 and the following denitions are added to R ;
[a8; a1] =: a11; [a8; a2] =: a12; [a9; a1] =: a13;
[a9; a2] =: a14; [a10; a1] =: a15; [a10; a2] =: a16:
The next step is to compute relations with left-hand side u2 for !(u) = 4, such that u
is dened by a commutator. In this step the following relations are added to R ;
a28 = 1; a
2
9 = 1; a
2
10 = 1:
Now the tails of relations with left-hand side a commutator [z; u] with !(u) = 2 and
!(z) = 3 are computed and the following relations are added to R :
[a6; a3] = a12a13; [a6; a4] = a11; [a6; a5] = a14;
[a7; a3] = a14a15; [a7; a4] = a13; [a7; a5] = a16:
In the next iteration b = 4 and the rst step is to add to R the denitions, namely the
relation [a7; a1] =: a17 . The next step is to compute relations with left-hand side u2 for
!(u) = 3, such that u is dened by a commutator. In this step the following relations
are added to R :
a26 = a11a12a15; a
2
7 = a12a15a16:
Now the tails of relations with left-hand side a commutator [z; u] with !(u) = 2 and
!(z) = 2 are computed and the following relations are added to R :
[a4; a3] = a8a11a12a15; [a5; a3] = a10a12a15a16; [a5; a4] = a9a11a12a13a16a17:
In the next iteration b = 3 and the rst step is to add the denitions, namely the relations
[a4; a1] =: a18; [a4; a2] =: a19; [a5; a1] =: a20; [a5; a2] =: a21;
a24 =: a22; a
2
5 =: a23:
The next step is to compute relations with left-hand side u2 for !(u) = 2, such that u
is dened by a commutator. In this step the following relation is added to R :
a23 = a8a9a10a14a15a20:
In the nal iteration b = 2 and there is no change.
Now f A j Rg is an inconsistent power-commutator presentation for the covering group
on 23 generators. This presentation is the output of Algorithm 3.
In order to obtain a consistent power-commutator presentation for the same group we
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follow the description of Section 3 to change the presentation to a consistent one. After
renumbering the remaining new generators the resulting consistent power-commutator
presentation has a set of generators
A^ = fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; a7; a8; a9; a10; a11; a12; a13; a14; a15; a16; a17; a18g
and a set of relations R^ containing
12 =: 4;
[2; 1] =: 3; 22 =: 5;
[3; 1] =: 6; [3; 2] =: 7; 32 = 8 9 10 11 16;
[4; 1], [4; 2] =: 6 8 9 10 16; [4; 3] = 8 11; 42 =: 17;
[5; 1] = 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 16; [5; 2], [5; 3] = 10 15; [5; 4] = 9 11 12 14 15; 52 =: 18;
[6; 1] =: 8; [6; 2] =: 9; [6; 3] = 12 13; [6; 4] = 11; [6; 5] = 14; 62 = 11;
[7; 1] = 9 13 14; [7; 2] =: 10; [7; 3] = 12 14; [7; 4] = 13; [7; 5] = 15; [7; 6]; 72 = 15;
[8; 1] =: 11 [8; 2] =: 12;
[9; 1] =: 13; [9; 2] =: 14;
[10; 1] = 12; [10; 2] =: 15
and for x; y 2 fa11; a12; a13; a14; a15; a16; a17; a18g and y > x all relations of the form
[y; x] = 1 and y2 = 1 as well as for x 2 A n fa1; a2g and y 2 fa8; a9; a10g with y > x
the relations of the form [y; x] = 1 and y2 = 1. }
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